Get all investigative needs within a single, integrated and shared system for a better collaboration and effectiveness

Eviden is integrating Kaseware Investigation Management System, a comprehensive platform gathering critical investigative data including evidence and documents. This centralized hub facilitates information and intelligence sharing both within and beyond the organization.

The system features robust analytical tools creating reports and intuitive graphs to enhance the comprehension of complex scenarios and highlight connections between data points.

Moreover, field investigators can conveniently access and enrich the database via a mobile application.

We adapt the system to the customer’s operational process. We work hand in hand at every stage, including design, configuration, implementation and data migration, to meet specific agency requirements and local legal standards (e.g., GDPR).

We support our customers with specialized training, support 24/7 in multiple languages and long-term maintenance.
Benefits

Boost effectiveness
- Easy-to-use specialized software solution
- Save time entering data
- Access and feed the system in the field

Improve collaboration
- Share data with partner organizations
- Communicate via chat features
- Create and share notes
- Use the mobile app

Automation
- Automate search processes
- Generate automated, compliant reports and dashboards

Ensure data security
- Strengthen user authentication and access management
- Encrypt data

Handle complex user rights
- Operate various levels of information access to comply to right to know

Comply with regulations
- Control the records to comply with regulations
- Can be adapted to specific regulations

Use cases
Organized crime  Fight against terrorism  Fight against cybercrime  Lawful interception
Financial crime  Money laundering  Day-to-day crime

Industry solutions
Law enforcement  Intelligence agencies  Custom agencies  Migration department
Financial market authorities  Operators of critical infrastructures  Corporate security
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